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________2.3 It is agreed that only unit employees
covered by the Collective Bargaining Agreement shall perform all 
work, services and handling or selling of merchandise in the 
Employer's stores and that the store manager, co-manager or other 
supervisor shall not perform bargaining unit work, except under 
the following conditions:
(a) Any emergency occasioned by an accident, Act of God or 
mechanical equipment failure which required immediate 
action to remedy the emergency.
(b) Routine customer assistance.
(c) Sporadically reshelving of stock displaced by 
customers.
(d) CheCk-in of direct delivery by sales person.
(e) Employee tra-ining.
In the event of a violation of this section, 
the most senior employee working in the store at the time of the 
violation shall receive four (4) hours straight-time pay or 
straight-time pay for the amount of time spent in such violation, 
whichever is greater. Prohibited work performed by more than one 
supervisory employee shall be treated as separate violations and 
payment will be made accordingly. Any pay due under this para­
graph shall be reflected on the employee’s time record at the 
time the violation is reported and the payment shall be incor­
porated in the next pay check due the employee. It shall not be 
a violation of this Section for a store manager, co-manager or 
other supervisory employee to assist a customer, but this is not 
to be as a replacement of a bargaining unit employee in the 
performance of his or her job.
ARTICLE 3. UNION AFFILIATION
Section 3.1 The Company agrees that there shall be no
discrimination against any employee because of Union affiliation 
or activity.
Section 3.2 It is agreed that any employee of the
Company, upon being elected or appointed to office in the Union, 
shall be granted a leave of absence for a period of up to three
(3) years, and upon expiration of such leave shall be reinstated 
in a similar position as that held when granted the leave of absence.
LABfi«GRtEfl!Om
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labo r  agreement. "The Employer agrees to honor and totransmit to the Union, contribution deductions to the United Food 
and Commercial Workers International Union Active Ballot Club 
from employees who are Union members and who sign deduction 
authorization cards. The deductions shall be in the amounts and 
with the frequency specified on the political contribution 
deduction authorization cards, however, such deduction shall be 
made in conjunction with regular monthly dues deductions."
ARTICLE 5. MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the management of the business, including the right to plan, 
determine, direct and'control store operations and hours, the 
right to study and introduce new methods, facilities and 
products, the/right to direct and control the work force, 
including the determination of its size and composition, the 
scheduling and assignment of work, and also including the right 
to hire, assign, demote, promote and transfer, to lay-off or 
reduce the hours of work because of lack of work, to discipline, 
suspend or discharge for proper cause, and to establish and 
maintain reasonable rules and regulations covering the operation 
of the store, a violation of which shall be among the causes for 
discharge, is vested in the Employer; provided, however, that 
these rights shall be exercised with due regard for the rights of 
the employees. The listing of specific rights in this Agreement 
is not intended to be, nor shall it be considered restrictive or 
a waiver of any rights of management not listed and not specifi­
cally surrendered herein, whether or not such rights have been exercised by the Employer in the past.
ARTICLE 6. UNION COOPERATION
Section 6.1 The Union agrees to uphold the rules and
regulations of the Employer in regard to punctual and steady 
attendance, proper and sufficient notification in case of 
necessary absence, conduct on the job, and all other reasonable 
rules and regulations established by the Employer.
Section 6.2 The Union agrees to cooperate with the
Employer in maintaining and improving the safe working conditions 
and practices, in improving the cleanliness and good housekeeping 
of the stores, and in caring for equipment and machinery.
Section 6.3 The Union agrees to cooperate in correcting
inefficiencies of members which might otherwise necessitate 
discharge. The Union shall be notified before an employee is suspended for cause.
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the same store, all Utility 
Clerks in the store involved shall be paid double the 
Utility Clerks rate for all hours worked in the week or 
weeks in which the violation occurred including hours 
worked in performance of Utility Clerks duties.
ARTICLE 8. SENIORITY
Section 8.1 Seniority shall be defined as the length of
continuous employment with the Employer within the bargaining 
unit and shall begin with the employee's last date of employment. 
For seniority purposes, a "date of employment" shall mean a date 
the employee actually commences work on the job. Seniority 
ranking for employees 'commencing employment on the same date 
shall be determined by the day and month of birth. The employee 
whose day and--month of birth is closest to January 1, within the 
calendar year, shall have the greatest seniority. Supervisors 
transferred back to fehe bargaining unit shall be credited for all 
seniority earned prior to the supervisor's promotion out of the 
bargaining unit.
Section 8.2 No employee shall acquire any seniority
rights until he has been employed by the Company for at least 
thirty (30) days, provided that after thirty (30) days 
employment, the seniority shall revert to the last date of hire.
Section 8.3 Seniority may be broken only by quit,
justifiable discharge, layoff for one (1) year, employment with 
the Employer outside the bargaining unit for one (1) year or 
failure to return to work in accordance with the terms of a leave 
of absence or recall from layoff.
Section 8.4 In the application of the principles of
seniority, there shall be five (5) seniority groups, ranked in 
the following order:
(1) Regular Clerks
(2) General Merchandise Clerks
(3) Bakery/Deli Clerks
(4) Floral Clerks
(5) Utility Clerks
The seniority groups are defined as follows:
(a) Regular Clerks are all employees other than classified 
employees, General Merchandise Clerks, Bakery/Deli 
Clerks, Utility Clerks and Floral Clerks.
(b) General Merchandise Clerks are employed for the purpose 
of performing those functions necessary for the 
stocking, displaying, and selling general merchandise.
laboragreemeW) Upon the third violation i
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8.6 The Employer shall prepare seniority lists
as follows: The Employer shall prepare a master list for all
stores covered by the contract and a separate list for each 
store. The Employer shall prepare the master list once each six
(6) months. The separate store list for each seniority grouping 
shall be prepared each four (4) months. Copies of all lists 
shall be submitted to the Union and maintained in the store 
office. Additionally, copies of the separate store lists shall 
be posted in the store in a conspicuous place accessible to the 
employees. The list shall include each employee's name, rate of 
pay, date of hire, classification and promotion date where 
applicable. No employee shall be bound by a seniority date 
appearing on a list if, in fact, the seniority date is incorrect.
Section 8.7 Ih order to maximize the opportunity for
employees to exercise seniority rights in a manner which will 
allow employees- to work in stores convenient to their store of 
last employment, the parties agree that there shall be mutually 
agreed upon geographical groupings of stores. Employees' 
seniority rights shall be exercised on a store basis, geographic 
grouping basis as well as a local union basis as more specifi­
cally set forth below. By mutual agreement, the geographic 
grouping may include stores located within the jurisdiction of 
two (2) or more locals. In the event of a new store opening, the 
parties agree to meet prior to the date of posting the new store 
opening to discuss the geographic grouping and revise the same if 
necessary. In the event of a store closing, the parties agree to 
meet within seven (7) days following the store closing to discuss 
the geographic grouping and revise the same if necessary.
Section 8.8 Layoffs - Layoffs within the store shall be
on a strict seniority basis within the affected seniority 
classification. The Employer shall offer employees a reasonable 
period of training, up to thirty (30) days if necessary, to 
comply with this seniority requirement. A laid off employee 
shall have the following options based upon seniority.
(a) The laid off employee may elect to transfer within hi.s 
seniority classification to any store in the geographic 
grouping provided that in the store selected by the 
laid off employee, there is at least one (1) less 
senior, employee working in the same classification. If 
the transfer involves work which the employee has not 
previously performed, then the Employer shall offer the 
employee a reasonable period of training, up to thirty 
(30) days.
(b) In the event the laid off employee's seniority does not 
permit a transfer within the geographic grouping, then 
the laid off employee may elect to transfer to any 
store within the jurisdiction of the local union in
When a job opening occurs within a store, it shall 
be filled either by a voluntary transfer in 
accordance with paragraph 8.13 or by an employee 
from the next lowest seniority group within the 
store. After giving due regard to seniority, the 
Employer shall have the right to exercise his 
judgement. Such decision shall be subject to the 
grievance procedure.
Promotions to classified jobs shall be within the 
sole discretion of the Employer, provided, however, 
that all classified jobs shall be filled by unit 
employees. This does not preclude the right of the 
Union to grieve such promotion.
The Employer shall afford every promoted employee a 
'reasonable period of training in the position, up to 
thirty (30) days.
An employee promoted to a classified job must 
perform the duties of the classified job.
No employee shall be demoted form any seniority 
group or any classified position specified in 
Section 10.3 without just cause.
Section 8.13 Involuntary and Voluntary Transfers - The
Employer may transfer employees to meet the necessities of the 
business with the following limitations and under the following 
conditions:
(a) No employee shall be involuntarily transferred 
outside of their geographical grouping.
(b) In the event a transfer is required outside of the 
geographic grouping, the Employer will first seed 
volunteers. In the event no volunteers apply for a 
transfer, the Employer will make the transfer in 
accordance with inverse seniority.
(c) No involuntary transfer will be made when it is 
known that a reduction in hours for the transferred 
employee will occur.
(d) Should the regular employee be temporarily 
transferred from his or her regularly assigned store 
to another store and such transfer results in 
additional transportation expense, the employee will 
be reimbursed by the Company for such additional 
transportation expense. Transportation cost shall 
be computed on the basis of the Federal Travel 
Expense Standards in effect at the time or the 
Employer's regular mileage reimbursement rate.
LABOR AGREEM^a )
( b )
( c )
( d )
(e)
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LABfwaertEfcom 9.7 For employees on the payroll on November 10,
1987, work performed on Sundays shall be considered as premium 
work and such work shall be paid at the employee's straight-time 
hourly rate plus one dollar ($1.00) per hour except Utility 
Clerks hired prior to November 10, 1987 who shall receive their 
straight-time rate plus fifty cents (50<5) per hour. Sunday work 
may be considered to be part of the basic workweek, 9.1 notwith­
standing, for forty (40) hour employees provided they are 
scheduled to work at least eight (8) hours. If an employee works 
Sunday hours and receives time and one-half (1£) pay for working 
more than forty (40) hours in that week, the Sunday premium will 
not be paid for the number of time and one-half (1£) hours paid. 
Sunday and holiday work shall be scheduled by the Employer and 
shall be rotated among all employees who volunteer for Sunday 
work. Should an insufficient number of employees volunteer, the 
Employer shall have the right to schedule from the least senior 
in inverse order. Senior employees shall have the right to the 
Sunday and holiday schedule with the greatest number of hours.
Within the third week of the month, the 
Employer shall post a notice next to the weekly work schedule 
requesting volunteers for Sunday work and holidays, if any, 
during the following month. Once posted and scheduled, an 
employee who fails to meet their commitment will forfeit their 
right to rotation for the month. Employees requesting Sunday or 
holiday work shall have the right of the greatest number of hours 
scheduled for the day in question, by seniority.
Section 9.8 The Employer shall post in ink or other
permanent means in each store the current work schedule for all 
employees working in the store. The schedule shall be posted by 
no later than Thursday, 4:00 p.m. of the week preceding the 
scheduled workweek. The schedule shall list the names of the 
employees in accordance with seniority and classification. All 
hours for the week shall be posted on the schedule. Forty (40) 
hour employees shall have the right to select a day, Monday 
through Friday, as their scheduled day off in accordance with 
seniority and shall notify the store manager of their preference. 
Once so notified, the employee shall be regularly scheduled for 
the preferred day off. Work schedules shall be maintained in the 
store for a three (3) month period of time and shall be made 
available to an authorized representative of the Union for 
examination upon request. No employee who is called in to work 
out of the posted work scheduled shall be required to take 
compensatory time off from the posted work schedule. Schedules 
must be posted in an area that is accessible to all employees.
Section 9.9 An employee scheduled to work during any
week shall be scheduled a minimum of twelve (12) hours. The 
employee's hours may be claimed below twelve (12) by a senior 
employee on the payroll on March 15, 1984, who is scheduled for 
less hours than his/her previous year's average. The senior 
employee may claim sufficient hours from the junior employee's
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labo r  agreem ent  (b) Employees on the payroll on 3/15/84 who were
regularly claiming a "split shift" in accordance with this 
paragraph may continue such claiming. Such employee's right to 
claim available hours shall include the right to claim all or any 
portion of a junior employee's schedule commencing prior or upon 
the termination of the senior employee's schedule or within four
(4) hours thereof, so long as the result of the claim permits the 
junior employee to work a minimum of three (3) unclaimed hours
A claim within such time period shall not be construed as a split s nir u•
(c) An employee shall not be required to make the same available hours claim after three (3) successive weeks 
Once an employee has claimed hours, the schedule shall be 
adjusted consistent with the employee's claim for future weeks. 
Failure to do so shall be a violation of this Agreement and the 
employee shall be entitled to pay for the hours in question.
(d) "Employees who regularly work forty (40) hours under the preceding labor agreement shall not have their 
hours claimed except on a seniority basis by other employees who 
worked forty (40) hours under the preceding labor agreement. 
Employees who have voluntarily reduced their hours below forty 
(40) hours per week may have their hours claimed in accordance with this section.
(e) Once the work schedule has been posted, asper Article 9.8, employees wishing to claim additional available 
hours must make their wishes known to the store manager, or his 
designee, within twenty-four (24) hours of such posting or waive 
their rights to claim such additional hours for the balance of the work schedule as posted.
. (f) Employees who at any time have voluntarilylimited their availability for number of total hours of work may 
thereafter claim additional available hours but may not claim 
previously scheduled hours of another employee until a vacancy 
occurs or additional hours become available. Employees who at . 
any time have voluntarily limited their availability for work on 
any days of the week may thereafter claim additional available 
days but may not claim previously scheduled days of another 
employee until a. vacancy occurs or additional days become 
avauiabie. The employee shall notify the Employer in writing of 
intent to claim additional hours or days when their avail­ability is again unlimited.
(g) The claiming provision of the Article isapplicable only to employees hired prior to March 15, 1984.
-Section 9.14 Senior employees will indicate their
continuing preference for day shift or night shift. Day shift is 
any eight (8) hour shift scheduled to end at 6:00 p.m. or earlier
and night shift is any eight (8) hour shift scheduled to end after 6:00 p.m.-
-14-
LABOR AGREEMENT
Employer and to the Union. When openings for day jobs within the 
employee's geographical grouping occur, night crew employees 
shall be offered the day jobs, by seniority among themselves, 
requesting the transfers in writing in accordance with Section 
8.13 (e).
Section 9.19 With the exception of night crew employees,
a premium of forty cents (40$) per hour shall be paid for all 
hours worked between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
Section 9.20 Premium pay based on Sunday hours shall be
paid in addition to premium pay based on night hours on Sunday.
ARTICLE 10.
Section 10.1
WAGES
Minimum wage rates shall be as follows
Schedule "A1
All Stores Other than Bloominqton/Normal 
(a) Department Heads: (as defined in Article 10.3 below.)
2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/94
Head Grocery C lerk $10.20 $10.50 $10.72 $10.99
Head Produce C lerk 10.05 10.35 10.57 10.84
Head Checker 10.05 10.35 10.57 10.84
D airy /F rozen  Food Dept. Head 9.25 9.55 9.77 10.04
Head Bakery/De li 10.05 10.35 10.57 10.84
General Merchandise Dept. Head 9.25 9.55 9.77 10.04
(b) Regu lar C le rks:  (as defined in 8 .4[a])
0-03 months 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30
4-06 months 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
7-09 months 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45
10-12 months 4.70 4.70 4.70 4.70
13-18 months 4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90
19-24 months 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25
25-30 months 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75
31-36 months 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20
37-42 months * (capped) 6.80 6.80 6.80 6.80
43-48 months 7.20 7.20 7.20 7.20
49-54 months 7.60 7.60 7.60 7.60
55-60 months 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.00
61-66 months 8.40 8.40 8.40 8.40
Thereafter 9.00 9.30 9.52 9.79
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(b) Regu lar C le r k s : (as defined in 8.4 [a])
2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/94
0-03 months $ 4.30 $ 4.30 $ 4.30 $ 4.30
4-06 months 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
7-09 months 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45
10-12 months 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60
13-18 months 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73
19-24 months 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06
25-30 months 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55
31-36 months 5.98 5.98 5.98 5.98
37-42 months * (capped) 6.56 6.56 6.56 6.56
43-48 months 6.95 6.95 6.95 6.95
49-54 months 7.33 7.33 7.33 7.33
55-60 months 7.71 7.71 7.71 7.71
61-66 months 8.10 8.10 8.10 8.10
Thereafter 8.79 9.09 9.31 9.79
1. Regular C le rk s  shall p ro g re ss through the 31-36 month bracket and cap
at the 37-42 month bracket, pay level nine. However, any such employee 
who, dur ing  the 40th th rough  42nd month, averages th irty -tw o (32) hours or 
more per week shall not be capped, but shall continue to p rog re ss  through  all 
pay levels. A n y  capped employee who thereafter averages th irty -tw o  (32) 
hours or more per week for three (3) consecutive calendar months, shall 
commence p ro g re ss in g  th rou gh  the h igher pay levels, effective with the 4th 
calendar month. Students who are available for th irty -tw o  (32) hours or 
more only du r in g  the summer months shall not have those hours counted for  
this purpose.
2. Employees who become "u ncap ped " and subsequently  limit their availability  
and work less than th irty -tw o  (32) hours will be frozen at that rate.
(c) General Merchandise; Bake ry /D e li,  Floral C le r k s : 
(as defined in 8.4 [b ],  [c] and [e])
2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/94
Hired prior to 6/27/76 $ 8.12 $ 8.44 $ 8.76 $ 9.08
Hired after 6/27/76 7.21 7.53 7.85 8.17
Hired after 8/4/79
0-03 months 4.30 4.30 4.30 4.30
4-06 months 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
7-09 months 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45
10-12 months 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60
13-18 months 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73
19-24 months 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06
25-30 months 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55
Thereafter 6.22 6.54 6.86 7.18
A General Merchandise Department Head is defined as an 
employee who operates the General Merchandise 
Department under the direction of the store manager.
A Bakery/Deli Department Head is defined as the 
employee who operates the Bakery/Deli Department under 
the direction of the store manager.
(g) Night Crew Leader: Each night crew having four (4) or
more employees shall have a lead member known as the 
Night Crew Leader appointed from among the four (4) or 
more employees.
(h) A Key Carrier is an employee who has been assigned the 
responsibility for opening or closing the store.
(i) Store Office Clerical Employees are defined as an 
employee who, in addition to the Head Checker, perform 
office clerical work for all or any part of their work 
schedule.
(j) A General Merchandise Ordering Clerk is defined as an 
employee who has the responsibility for ordering 
general merchandise in a store which does not operate a 
separate General Merchandise Department.
(k) A Receiver Clerk is defined as an employee who is 
assigned the responsibility of receiving all merchan­
dise delivered to the designated receiving area of the 
store.
Section 10.4 There shall be a Head Grocery Clerk, Produce
Department Head and Head Checker in all stores regardless of 
store volume. There shall be a General Merchandise Department 
Manager in all stores operating a General Merchandise Department 
regardless of store volume.
Effective December 1st of each year, average 
sales shall be reviewed and in any store when the average weekly 
sales for the previous fifty-two (52) weeks is $150,000.00 or 
more, all of the Department Heads set forth in paragraph 10.1 (a) 
above shall be appointed by the Employer provided that the 
Employer operates such departments. (A Night Crew Leader will be 
appointed pursuant to paragraph 10.3 above regardless of store 
volume.) In the case of a new or remodeled store, average weekly 
total sales for the purposes of department head appointment shall 
be computed at the end of a four (4) month period using in such 
computation the last three (3) months of the four (4) month 
period. Appointments, where required, shall be made no later 
than the first full week of the sixth (6th) month.
LAB&ftCHtaiam 10.10 In the event the Employer creates a new job
classification which involves new job duties, responsibilities, 
or skills, the Employer agrees to negotiate with the Union the 
rate of pay for the new job or classification.
ARTICLE 11. HOLIDAYS AND SICK DAYS
Section 11.1 All employees, except Utility Clerks hired
after November 10, 1987, shall be entitled to the following 
holidays: New Year's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor
Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day or days legally celebrated in lieu thereof.
Section 11.2 All employees with one (1) year or more of
service, except Utility Clerks hired after November 10, 1987, 
will be entitled to two (2) additional days off with pay to be 
used as personal holidays or sick days. Once qualified, the 
employee shall be entitled to these two (2) days as of January 1 
of each year. Employees shall request a personal holiday in 
advance of the posting of the schedule for the week the employee 
desires the holiday. Personal holidays may be denied in weeks 
preceding or weeks in which holidays listed in 11.1 occur.
Effective January, 1992, employees eligible or specified above shall be entitled to one (1) additional 
personal holiday or sick day for a total of three (3) in each 
calendar year.
Section 11.3 The personal days in 11.2, not used, shall
be paid to the employee upon termination, layoff or extended leave of absence.
Section 11.4 Employees may use the personal holidays two
(2) times each year for a three (3) day weekend mini vacation.
In January and June of each calendar year, eligible employees in 
the store will select the available specific weekend on the basis of seniority.
Section 11.5 Utility Clerks hired after November 10, 1987
shall be entitled to one (1) personal holiday after each three
(3) full months.of service (maximum of four (4) each year). The 
personal holidays shall be taken at a time mutually agreeable 
between the employee and store manager.
Section 11.6 During the week in which holidays occur,
other than personal holidays, employees shall receive time and 
one-half (1£) their regular rate of pay after thirty-two (32) hours work.
Section 11.7 Employees hired prior to November 10, 1987
who work on legal holidays, as specified in 11.1 of this Article
) year of continuous employment - One (1) week 
) years of continuous employment - Two (2) weeks 
Eight (8) years of continuous employment - Three (3) weeks 
Fifteen (15) years of continuous employment - Four (4) weeks 
Twenty-five (25) years of continuous employment - Five (5) weeks
An employee will be eligible for his or her 
first week's vacation as of the first anniversary date of 
continuous employment. On January 1 following the first anni­
versary date of continuous employment, the employee will again be 
eligible for one (1) week's vacation. Upon completion of the 
second anniversary date of continuous employment, the employee 
will be eligible for an additional week's vacation during that 
calendar year. An employee qualifying for one (1) week's 
vacation as of January 1 may take the vacation prior to the 
second anniversary date of employment or await the second 
anniversary date of employment and take two (2) weeks vacation in 
that calendar year.
In years during which the employee qualifies 
for additional weeks of vacation, namely the eighth, fifteenth, 
and twenty-fifth years of continuous employment, vacation 
eligibility will be computed on the basis set forth above.
Section 12.2 Vacation pay shall be paid at the contract
rate in effect at the time of the vacation. Vacation pay shall 
be computed as follows: If the eligibility date is the anniver­
sary date, vacation hours shall be based on the total number of 
hours worked for the twelve (12) month period preceding the 
anniversary date, divided by fifty-two (52). If the eligibility 
date is January 1, vacation hours shall be based on the total 
number of hours worked for the twelve (12) month period preceding 
December 1, divided by fifty-two (52). Vacation hours shall be 
computed on the basis of all hours paid for excluding only pay 
for unused sick and personal days or pay received under Workmen's 
Compensation. Employees regularly scheduled forty (40) hours per 
week shall be paid their vacation pay based on forty (40) hours per week.
Section 12.3 Medical leave of seventeen (17) weeks or
less shall be counted as time worked for the purpose of computing 
vacation benefits. For medical leave in excess of seventeen (17) 
weeks, the divisor in paragraph 12.2 above shall be reduced to 
thirty-five (35).
Section 12.4 An employee who has qualified for his or her
first vacation and is subsequently laid off shall receive a 
pro-rata vacation for each full month of service completed since 
his last anniversary date of employment.
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mBfaxtHE&Mie lost and the amount received as jury pay, but in no case 
shall the total pay exceed forty (40) hours pay at the employee's 
regular straight-time hourly rate of pay.
The employee shall notify the store manager 
that he or she has been subpoenaed for jury service on the 
employee's first workday following receipt of such subpoena.
When an employee is released for a day or 
part of a day, he/she shall report to his/her store for work.
Any employee who reports for jury service 
for five (5) days, Monday through Friday, shall not be scheduled 
to work on Saturday during that week. If, however, an employee 
volunteers to work on Saturday, at the request of the Employer, 
the employee shall receive the appropriate hourly rate of pay for 
said days, which pay shall not be set off against or deducted 
from the forty (40) hours jury pay; provided further that hours 
worked on Saturday sftail not be considered as hours in excess of 
forty (40) hours for overtime purposes.
Section 13.2 The Employer agrees to pay all employees for
necessary absence on account of death in the' immediate family up 
to and including a maximum of three (3) scheduled workdays at 
straight-time provided the employee attends the funeral. The 
term "immediate family" shall mean spouse, parents, child, 
brother, sister, father-in-law, mother-in-law, grandparents, 
grandchildren, step-parents, step-children, grandparents-in-law, 
or any relative residing with the employee or with whom the employee is residing.
Section 13.3 Any employee, who serves in the National
Guard or Military Reserve Units which require annual training 
shall be granted the necessary leave without pay to fulfill the 
annual training requirements of the unit in which they serve.
Such employee shall give the Employer two (2) weeks prior notice. 
An employee shall not be required to take military training 
duties as his earned vacation.
The Employer will comply with the applicable 
laws of the United States concerning the re-employment of persons 
leaving the military service of the United States.
ARTICLE 14. LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Section 14.1 All employees, after three (3) months
employment, shall be granted a leave of absence not exceeding one
(1) year for injury or certified illness including pregnancy. 
Leaves of absence in excess of one (1) year may be granted by the 
Employer provided, however, that the employee shall not
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ui&i&grilEtoafl 15.3 The Employer shall not suspend any employeewithout first giving the Union notice of the contemplated 
suspension and a reasonable opportunity to meet with the Employer 
to discuss the contemplated suspension.
ARTICLE 16. GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION
Section 16.1 The properly accredited officers or repre­
sentatives of both parties to the Agreement shall be authorized 
to settle any dispute, disagreement, difference or grievance 
arising out of the terms, application or interpretation of this 
Agreement.
Section 16.2 The Union shall submit all grievances in
writing within the following time limitations:
(a) Grievances involving discharge or suspension shall be 
submitted within fifteen (15) days from the date the 
Union receives notification of the discharge or 
suspension in accordance with Article 15 of the 
contract.
(b) Grievances involving vacation pay shall be submitted 
within fifteen (15) days following the termination of 
the vacation.
(c) Grievances involving hourly wage rates, wage brackets 
or premium pay shall be submitted in writing within 
fifteen (15) days from the date of the last occurrence 
of the grievance. The Employer's liability for such 
grievance shall not exceed one (1) year from the date 
of the filing of the grievance.
Grievances not filed within the time 
limitations set forth above shall be nullified.
Section 16.3 Representatives of the parties shall attempt
to resolve all grievances as promptly as possible. For this 
purpose, the Union agrees to notify the Store Manager in writing 
and/or by telephone. No earlier than the fifth day following 
such notification the grievance shall be reduced to writing and 
submitted to the Human Resource Department. The Company shall 
reply in writing to the Union's written grievance within fifteen 
(15) days following receipt of the written grievance and the 
Union shall reply in writing to the Company's response within 
fifteen (15) days following receipt of said response.
Section 16.4 When in the judgment of either party arbi­
tration is necessary, either party may initiate same by notifying 
the other party in writing that it has invoked the arbitration 
provisions of the contract and that it has requested the Federal
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NEW STORE OPENING - STORE CLOSING
Section 19.1 New Store Opening (includes a replacement
store) - In the event the Employer opens a new store, the new 
store will be staffed by employees in accordance with the 
following procedures:
(a) The Employer will post in each of the Employer's stores 
within the geographical area, notice of the new store 
opening at least four (4) weeks prior to the store 
opening date. The notice shall remain posted for at 
least ten (10) days including the date of posting and 
give a brief description of each position to be filled 
and the number of anticipated 40-hour and less than 
40-hour jobs' for each position. Further, the posted 
notice shall advise the employees that they may bid on 
the^positions at the new store by signing the notice 
for the posted positions.
(b) All non-classified positions will be filled in accor­
dance with the seniority of the bidding employees. All 
positions not filled shall be offered to employees on 
layoff status in accordance with seniority.
(c) The Employer will not hire new employees for the new 
store until the above procedures have been complied 
with.
(d) Employees transferred from existing stores to a new 
store that is opened shall, if subject to layoff within 
a period of ninety (90) days after the store is opened, 
have the right to return to the store from which 
transferred and assume the job that their seniority 
warrants.
Section 19.2 Store Closing - In the event the Employer
closes or sells a store and employees are terminated as a result 
thereof, pay equal to one (1) week's pay for each year of 
continuous service commencing with the third (3rd) year for 
employees who regularly worked forty (40) hours per week and the 
fifth (5th) year for employees who regularly worked less than 
forty (40) hours per week up to, but not to exceed eight (8) 
week's pay at their regular rate. However, for those employees 
who have an incomplete year of continuous service as an employee, 
will receive pro-rata severance pay for that year as follows:
0 - 3  months equals twenty-five percent (25%) of a week's pay 
3 - 6  months equals fifty percent (50%) of a week's pay 
6 - 9  months equals seventy-five percent (75%) of a week's pay 
Over 9 months equals one (1) week's pay
Severance pay shall be computed as vacation
pay in Article 12.2.
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Section 20.1 The Union Store Card must be displayed in
all places where members of the Union are employed. The Store 
Card shall not be removed in case of a dispute unless the dispute 
is taken up with proper officials of the Company first.
Section 20.2 The Union shall use its best effort as a
labor organization to enhance the interests of the Company as an 
Employer of union labor.
Section 20.3 Members of the Union may wear their Union
Buttons when on duty. Stewards appointed by the Union may wear 
Steward Pins.
Section 20.4 The Company shall provide a bulletin board
on which the Union may post notices.
Section 20.5 -Any uniform deemed necessary by the Company
for its employees shall be furnished and laundered at the expense 
of the Company.
Where the Company desires to furnish dacron 
or similar type uniforms to female employees, such uniform shall 
be laundered by the employee and shall be returned to the 
Employer upon termination of employment, if so requested.
Section 20.6 The Company agrees to provide suitable rest
area in the store.
Section 20.7 Where time clocks are not provided, the
Employer shall institute adequate payroll procedures to insure 
that all hours worked are properly recorded.
Section 20.8 No employee covered by this Agreement shall
be required by any representative of the Employer to be the 
subject of a lie detector test for any reason whatsoever.
Section 20.9 The Employer shall provide a first aid kit
containing bandages.
Section 20.10 If a physical examination or health permit
is required by the Employer, the medical fee for such examination 
shall be borne by the Employer.
Section 20.11 Any time spent away from the store on the
legal business of the Employer, either at the request of the 
Employer or pursuant to a legal subpoena, shall be compensated by 
the Employer at the employee's regular rate of pay. Such hours 
shall not be considered as time worked in the computation of 
daily or weekly overtime unless it is part of the regularly 
scheduled workweek.
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LABOR AGREEMENT ( a  )
(C)
ARTICLE 22.
Section 22.1
the tenth (10th) day of the month into the United Food and* 
Commercial Workers Unions and Employers Midwest Health Benefits 
Fund the sum of ninety, cents (90$) per hour on all straight-time 
hours worked by eligible employees covered by this Agreement.
The contribution shall also be made on hours for which employees 
receive holiday and vacation pay and hours worked on Sunday, 
except that no contribution shall be made on hours in excess of eight (8) per day or "-forty (40) per week.
The contribution rates shall be increased as follows: 10$/hr. to $1.00/hr. November 1991 based on October
1991 hours 20$/hr. to $1.20/hr. November 1992 based on October,
1992 hours 10$/hr. to $1.30/hr. November, 1993 based on October,
1993 hours (The contribution increase may be less than those 
listed above if the Trustees determine a lesser contribution is necessary.)
In November, 1994 the contribution may be increased up to ten 
percent (10%) upon proper determination and notification to the Company, by the Trustees.
Section 22.2 The Trust Fund shall be jointly administered
by a Board of Trustees, with an equal number of Trustees repre­
senting the Union, and an equal number of Trustees representing the Employer.
Section 22.3 When an eligible employee covered by the
Health and Welfare Plan changes employment from one (1) partici­
pating Employer to another participating Employer within a 
thirty-one (31) day period, the new Employer shall immediately 
pay the same contribution rate previously paid on behalf of said 
employee. Thereafter, eligibility and rate of contribution shall 
be determined in accordance with all provisions of this Article.
Section 22.4 The Employer shall contribute to the Health
and Welfare Fund for all employees who are off work due to injury 
on the job for a period of one (1) month following the month in 
which the injury occurred. The contribution shall be based on the employee's previous month's hours.
Refuses a transfer within a geographical grouping
Voluntarily terminates employment 
HEALTH AND WELFARE
The Employer agrees to continue to oav
Refuses retraining
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LABCJftSfeii&fT of any claim incurred during the period of delinquency. 
Said liability shall not be waived by payment of the amount 
delinquent, including the liquidated damages, or by payment of 
the claim by the Health and Welfare Trust Fund.
The above paragraphs shall not be applicable 
when, in the judgment of the Trustees, the delinquency results 
from a clerical error or a bona fide difference or dispute 
concerning eligibility.
The Employer agrees that applicable payroll 
records shall be made available for audit to employees of the 
Health and Welfare and/or Pension Fund as directed by action of 
the Board of Trustees of these Funds.
ARTICLE 25. "  CONFORMITY TO LAW
-Nothing contained in this Agreement is 
intended to violate any federal laws, rules or regulations made 
pursuant thereto. If any part of this Agreement is construed to 
be in such violation, then that part shall be made null and void 
and the parties agree that they will, within' thirty (30) days, 
begin negotiations to replace said void part with a valid 
provision.
ARTICLE 26. TERM OF AGREEMENT
Section 26.1 This Agreement shall be effective from
February 3, 1991 through February 4, 1995, at which time it shall 
automatically renew itself from year to year, provided, however, 
that either party may give to the other party, not less than 
sixty (60) days, notice in writing prior to the expiration date 
or to annual renewal date of its intention to change or terminate said contract.
Section 26.2 By execution of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement, the Employer does hereby adopt, ratify and become a 
party to the United Food and Commercial Workers Unions and 
Employers Midwest Health Benefits Fund Agreement and Declaration 
of Trust and the United Food and Commercial Workers Unions and 
Employers Midwest Pension Fund Agreement and Declaration of 
Trust, and said Agreements and Declarations of Trust are hereby 
incorporated herein and made part hereof. Further, the Employer 
reaffirms and ratifies all acts of the Trustees performed 
pursuant to said Agreements and Declarations of Trust.
LABOR AGREEMENT APPENDIX "A"
PROFIT SHARING
The purpose of this Appendix is to set forth a plan that will 
permit eligible employees to share in the profitability of the stores covered by this Agreement.
An eligible employee is an employee who is on the payroll at the 
end of a profit sharing period and who has at least twenty-four (24) months service.
There will be eight (8) profit sharing periods - the first and 
second halves of the years 1991, 1992, 1993 and 1994. Profits or losses of all stores combined (store operating profit) will 
determine the''amount of money to be divided among eligible 
employees. The same operating statement accounting will be used 
for calculating profit-sharing as has been used in prior years.
Each eligible employee's share of the profits will be based on a 
ratio of his/her W-2 earnings for that year to the combined W-2 
earnings of all eligible employees. Payments will be made the 
fifth week following the close of each profit sharing period if all results are available at that time and will be less deductions required by law.
The profit sharing pool will be determined as follows:
Store Operating Profit 
Percent of Sales
2.0% to 2.3% 
2.3% to 2.6% 
2.6% to 3.0% 
3.0% to 4.0% 
4.0% +
Profit Sharing Percent 
Years 1991,1992,1993,1994
1 0 %
1 1 %
12%
13%
14%
(profit sharing for the first half of 1991 will be calculated on the same formula as in 1990.)
The provisions and applications of this Appendix "A" are not 
subject to the Grievance and Arbitration procedures except for 
the determination as to who may be an eligible employee. If the 
Union has substantial reason to doubt the truthfulness of the company’s statement of profits, the Company will make a good faith effort to satisfy those doubts.
Other employees in these stores who are UFCW members but who are 
covered by other contracts may be included in this profit sharing plan in future negotiations.
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LABOR AGREEMENT
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT 
SALAD BAR EMPLOYEES
All provisions of the Master Agreement 
between The Kroger Co. and U.F.C.W. Local #536 shall apply exceDt as noted below: v
* ■ . Seniority - A separate seniority list shallbe maintained for Salad Bar employees and shall apply only to those employees.
2 .
0-08 months 
4-06 months 
7-09 months 
10-12 months 
13-18 months 
19-24 months 
25-30 months 
Thereafter
0-08 months 
4-06 months 
7-09 months 
10-12 months 
13-18 months 
19-24 months 
25-30 months 
Thereafter
Wages
Schedule " A "
2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/94
$4.30 $4.30 $4.30 $4.30
4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45
4.70 4.70 4.70 4.70
4.90 4.90 4.90 4.90
5.25 5.25 5.25 5.25
5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75
6.39 6.69 6.91 7.18
Schedule " B "
2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/94
$4.30 $4.30 $4.30 $4.30
4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45
4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60
4.73 4.73 4.73 4.73
5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06
5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55
6.22 6.54 6.86 7.18
Lead Clerk - Thirty cents (30d) per hour over appropriate Clerk rate.
4 .
Agreement. This Supplement shall expire with the Master
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT
NUTRITION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES
All provisions of the Master Agreement shall apply except as noted below:
1• Seniority - A separate seniority list shallbe maintained for the Nutrition Department and shall apply only to the Nutrition Department.
2. Wages
Schedule "A"
0 - 0 8  months 2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/94$4.30 $4.30 $4.30 $4.304 - 0 6  months 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.407 - 0 9  months 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.4510 - 12 months 4.70 4.70 4.70 4.7013 - 18 months 4.90 4.90 4.90 4.901 9 - 2 4  months 5.25 5.25 5.25 5.2525 - 30 months 5.75 5.75 5.75 5.75Thereafter 6.39 6.69 6.91 7.18
Schedule "B"
2/3/91 2/2/92 2/7/93 2/2/940 - 08 months $4.30 $4.30 $4.30 $4.304 - 06 months 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.407 - 09 months 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.4510 - 12 months 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.6013 - 18 months 4.73 4.73 4.73 4.7319 - 24 months 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 '25 - 30 months 5.55 5.55 5.55 5.55Thereafter 6.22 6.54 6.86 7.18
3• Lead Clerkover appropriate Clerk rate. - Thirty cents (30$) per hour
4.
Agreement. This Supplement shall expire with the Master
employee shall be eligible to receive severance pay if his 
Employer has, after the closing, ten (10) or less stores within 
the territorial jurisdiction of the Local.
This section represents complete collective 
bargaining and full agreement by the parties with respect to all 
bargainable matters relative to store closing and severance and 
the effects thereof, and any and all bargaining rights on any 
such matters are hereby expressly waived for the duration of this 
Agreement.
ARTICLE 20. TERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall become effective at 
12:01 a.m. July 21, 1991 and shall expire at 12:00 midnight, July 
22, 1995.
If either party wishes to modify this 
Agreement at its expiration, it shall serve notice in writing of 
such request upon the other party not less than sixty (60) days 
prior to the expiration date. In the absence of the service of 
such notice, this contract shall automatically renew itself for a 
period of one (1) year and from year to year thereafter, it being 
further agreed that the contract expiration date shall be the 
first Saturday in July of that year.
This contract shall remain in full force and 
effect until a new agreement is negotiated, but not beyond an 
additional sixty (60) days beyond the contract expiration date. 
Any increases in wages set out in Article 3 resulting from the 
negotiations following the contract expiration date shall be 
retroactive to the date of expiration, but not exceeding ninety 
(90) calendar days, whichever period shall be shorter. There 
shall be no retroactivity with respect to other contract changes, 
such as changes in working hours or premium or overtime pay.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties have caused 
this Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized agents the 
day and year first above written.
FOR THE UNION:
Son \
Date --
FOR THE EMPLOYER:
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APPENDIX "A"
The following minimum hourly wage rates 
shall be applicable during the term of this Agreement.
Ratification 8/92 8/93 8/94
Head Meat Cutter $12.05 $12.15 $12.30 $12.50
Journeyman $11.75 $11.85 $11.95 $12.15
Lead Market Clerk
0 - 6 months $ 8.50 $ 8.50 $ 8.50 $ 8.50
6 - 1 2  months $ 8.70 $ 8.70 $ 8.70 $ 8.70
12 - 18 months $ 8.90 $ 8.90 $ 8.90 $ 8.90
18 - 24 months $ 9.10 $ 9.10 $ 9.10 $■ 9.10
24 - 30 months $ 9.30 $ 9.30 S 9.30 $ 9.30
Over 30 months $ 9.50 $ 9.60 $ 9.70 $ 9.80
Lead Seafood Clerk $ 8.60 $ 8.70 $ 8.80 $ 9.00
Wrappers (Hired 
prior to 7/15/88) $ 8.60 $ 8.70 $ 8.80 $ 9.00
Meat/Seafood Clerk
0 - 6 months $ 4.50 $ 4.50 $ 4.50 $ 4.50
6 - 1 2  months $ 4.75 $ 4.75 $ 4.75 $ 4.75
12 - 18 months $ 5.25 $ 5 . 25 $ 5.25 $ 5.25
18 - 24 months $ 5.75 $ 5.75 $ 5.75 $ 5.75
24 - 30 months* $ 6 . 25 $ 6.25 $ 6.25 $ 6.25
30 - 36 months $ 6.75 $ 6.75 $ 6.75 $ 6.75
36 - 42 months $ 7.50 $ 7.50 $ 7.50 $ 7.50
Over 42 months $ 8.15 $ 8.25 $ 8.35 $ 8.50
* Part time cap
Clean Up 
0 - 6 months $ 4.40 $ 4.40 $ 4.40 $ 4.40
6 - 12 months $ 4.50 $ 4.50 $ 4.50 $ 4.50
12 - 18 months $ 4.70 $ 4.70 $ 4.70 S 4.70
18 - 24 months $ 5.00 $ 5.00 $ 5.00 $ 5.00
Over 24 months $ 5.35 $ 5 . 40 $ 5.45 $ 5.50
A-l
*Part Time Cap - Employees must average thirty-two (32) hours or 
more per week in order to progress beyond the 24-30 month rate.
An employee who fails to average thirty-two (32) hours or more 
for the last thirteen (13) weeks at the 24-30 month rate will be 
capped at the rate until such time as the employee averages 
thirty-two (32) hours or more for a period of thirteen (13) 
consecutive weeks, in which case he will begin progressing to the 
higher rates effective the following week. Should the employee's 
average hours drop below thirty-two (32), he will stop progressing 
until he once again averages thirty-two (32) hours for thirteen 
(13) weeks.
Employees will progress through the above wage scale based on 
twenty-six (26 Weeks worked equals six (6) months.
Employees on the payroll at ratification will be placed on the 
next higher rate above their current rate, and progress every six 
(6) months thereafter.
A-2
APPENDIX "B"
The purpose of this Appendix is to set forth a plan that will 
permit eligible employees to share in the profitability of the 
stores covered by this Agreement.
An eligible employee is an employee who is on the payroll at the 
end of a profit sharing period and who has at least twenty-four 
(24) months service.
There will be seven (7) profit sharing periods - the second half 
of 1991 and the first and second halves of 1992, 1993 and 1994.
If a new Profit Sharing Plan is available for employees covered 
under the Peoria Clerks Contract for 1st half 1995, meat employees 
will also participate in this plan for the first half of 1995. 
Profits or losses of all stores combined (store operating profit) 
will determine the amount of money to be divided among eligible 
employees. the same operating statement accounting will be used 
for calculating profit sharing as has been used in prior years.
Each eligible employee’s share of the profits will be based on a 
ratio of his/her W-2 earnings for that year to the combined W-2 
earnings of all eligible employees. Payments will be made the 
fifth week following the close of each profit sharing period if 
all results are available at that time and will be less deductions 
required by law.
The profit sharing pool shall be determined as follows:
Store Operating Profit Profit Sharing Percent
Percent of Sales Years 1991,1992,1993,1994
The provisions and applications of this Appendix "B" are not 
subject to the Grievance and Arbitration Procedure except for the 
determination as to who may be an eligible employee. If the 
Union has substantive reason to doubt the truthfulness of the 
Company's statement of profits, the Company will make a good 
faith effort to satisfy those doubts.
This profit sharing plan and "profit pool" for eligible Meat and 
Fish Department employees is part of the profit sharing plan and 
"profit pool" for employees covered by the Peoria Clerks Agreement.
2.0% to 2.3% 
2.3% to 2.5% 
2.5% to 3.0% 
3.0% to 4.0% 
4% +
10%
11%i o q . lb 'O13%
14%
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SUPPLEMENT
Seafood Department
The terms of the basic Agreement (Meat) between The Kroger Co.
and United Food and Commercial Workers Local 536 shall apply to
all Seafood Department employees except as modified below:
A. Seniority - Seniority shall be separate and apart from other 
employees covered by the basic Agreement except that Seafood 
Department employees who transfer to the Meat Department may 
carry their seniority with them.
B. Seafood Clerks - Seafood Clerks shall perform all duties 
necessary for the efficient operation of the department, 
including preparing, displaying, selling, cutting, slicing, 
weighing, and wrapping all product offered for sale in the 
department.
C. Seafood Department Head - The Seafood Department shall be 
able to perform any or all of the duties of a Seafood Clerk 
and in addition, shall be qualified to order and receive 
merchandise and to train and direct the work of other Seafood 
Department employees.
D . Wages
Wages for Seafood Department employees shall be as called for 
in Appendix "A".
E . Department Head Relief
Whenever a Seafood Clerk relieves the Seafood Department Head 
for a full calendar workweek, such clerk shall be paid the 
contract rate of pay for Seafood Department Head for that 
week's work.
FOR THE UNION: FOR THE EMPLOYER:
Date I'•'It j— /
Mr. D. Troy Pruitt 
United Food and Commercial 
Workers Union Local 536 
3719 N.E. Madison 
Peoria, IL 61614
Dear Mr. Pruitt:
The following was agreed to during our recently concluded meat 
negotiations:
No Wrapper on the payroll on July 14, 1988 will be 
required to learn to operate the band saw or be forced 
to perform new duties and will not be reduced in hours 
as a result thereof.
No Journeyman or Apprentice on the payroll on July 14,
1988 will be laid off or reduced in hours because of the 
changes in 3.66 and 5.1. A listing of names of the 
employees is on file in the Union office and the Employer's 
office.
Sincerely yours
BEN CARTER, SR.
Director - Labor Relations
VGH/csc
FOR THE UNION:
